
2019 MAZDA MX-5 SOFT TOP FACT SHEET

There’s something freeing about getting behind the wheel of a lightweight roadster and venturing to the open road, with the 
ability to focus more on the journey than the destination. It is for those drivers that Mazda has spent nearly 30 years perfecting 
its flagship roadster, the MX-5 Miata. The MX-5 has brought joy to millions of drivers across the world, and now it has been 
perfected with SKYACTIV-G 2.0-liter engine with a power increase of 26 horsepower and 3 lb-ft of torque and an increased 
redline from 6,800 rpm to 7,500 rpm compared to last year’s model. Complemented by new features that include a brown 
soft top option, tilt and telescoping steering column, more safety features, such as a standard rearview camera, and three new 
options packages, MX-5 continues its mission of innovating to preserve the passion of driving a pure, lightweight sports car.

Quick Specs:
- 2.0-liter four-cylinder SKYACTIV-G engine
 - 181 horsepower at 7,000 rpm
 - 151 lb-ft torque at 4,000 rpm
- SKYACTIV-MT six-speed manual transmission or
 six-speed automatic transmission
- 2,339 lbs. weight
 (2,381 lbs. with six-speed automatic transmission)

What’s New for 2019:
- Newly available brown soft top color option
- Standard tilt/telescoping steering column
- Standard rearview camera
- Metallic Black wheels (MX-5 Sport and MX-5 Club models)
- Newly available Smart City Brake***
- New Traffic Sign Recognition***

New Packages: 
- New Sport i-ACTIVSENSE Package includes Smart City Brake 
 Support, Lane-Departure Warning and Blind Spot Monitoring 
 with Rear Cross-Traffic Alert
- New Club i-ACTIVSENSE Package includes Smart City Brake 
 Support and Lane-Departure Warning*
- New GT-S Package includes a limited-slip rear differential, 
 Bilstein dampers, shock tower brace  (6MT only)***

* MX-5 Club

** MX-5 Club and Grand Touring

*** MX-5 Grand Touring

1MSRP does not include $895 for destination and delivery ($940 in Alaska) or additional taxes or fees. Dealers set actual sale prices.

Performance Highlights: 
- Sport-tuned exhaust system
- Sport-tuned suspension with Bilstein dampers on
 manual transmission models*
- Limited-slip differential on manual transmission models*
- Shock tower brace on manual transmission models*

Technology Highlights:
- Mazda Advanced Keyless Entry
- BOSE® 9-speaker audio system with headrest speakers*
- Bluetooth hand-free phone and audio streaming
- Adaptive Front-lighting System**

Starting MSRP: $25,7301

EPA – Estimated Fuel Economy (mpg)

26 / 34 / 29

M/T – City / Highway / Combined

26 / 35 / 29

A/T – City / Highway / Combined


